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Primary Texts:
1. Louise Bennett
2. Derek Walcott
   Ti-Jean and His Brothers (drama, St. Lucia, 1958)
3. Ama Ata Aidoo
   Dilemma of a Ghost (drama, Ghana, 1965)
4. Nadine Gordimer
   The Conservationist (fiction, South Africa, 1974)
5. Wole Soyinka
   Death and the King’s Horseman (drama, Nigeria, 1975)
6. Vincent Eri
   The Crocodile (fiction, Papua New Guinea, 1977)
7. Ngugi wa Thiong’o
   Petals of Blood (fiction, Kenya, 1977)
8. Salman Rushdie
   Midnight’s Children (fiction, India/Pakistan, 1980)
9. Keri Hulme
   the bone people (fiction, New Zealand, 1986)
10. Nurrudin Farah
    Maps (fiction, Somalia, 1986)
11. Patricia Grace
    Potiki (fiction, New Zealand, 1986)
12. Jean Breeze
    Riddym Ravings and Other Poems (poetry, Jamaica, 1988)
13. Tsitsi Dangarembga
    Nervous Conditions (fiction, Zimbabwe, 1988)
14. Alan Duff
    Once Were Warriors (fiction, New Zealand, 1990)
15. Derek Walcott
    Omeros (poetry, St. Lucia, 1990)
16. Bapsi Sidhwa
    Cracking India (fiction, India/Pakistan, 1991)
17. Ramabai Espinet
    Nuclear Seasons (poetry, Trinidad, 1991)
18. M. NbeSe Philip
    Looking for Livingstone (poetry, Trinidad, 1991)
19. Olive Senior
    Gardening in the Tropics (poetry, Jamaica, 1994)
20. Hone Tuwhare
    Deep River Talk: Collected Poems (poetry, New Zealand, 1994)
21. Arundhati Roy
    The God of Small Things (fiction, India, 1997)
22. Robert Barclay
    Melal: A Novel of the Pacific (fiction, New Zealand, 2002)
23. Zakes Mda
    Heart of Redness (fiction, South Africa, 2003)
24. Amitav Ghosh
    The Hungry Tide (fiction, India, 2005)
25. Nadine Gordimer
    Get A Life (fiction, South Africa, 2005)
26. Kiran Desai
    The Inheritance of Loss (fiction, India, 2006)
27. James George
    Ocean Roads (fiction, New Zealand, 2007)
28. Mosshin Hamid
    The Reluctant Fundamentalist (fiction, Afghanistan, 2008)
29. Kamila Shamsie
    Burnt Shadows (fiction, Pakistan, 2009)
30. Helon Habila
    Oil on Water (fiction, Nigeria, 2011)
**Secondary Texts:**

1. Caminero-Santangelo and Myers  
   Environment at the Margins: Literary and Environmental Studies in Africa
2. DeLoughrey and Handley  
   Postcolonial Ecologies: Literatures of the Environment
3. Guha and Martinez-Alier  
   Varieties of Environmentalism: Essays North and South
4. Edouard Glissant  
   The Poetics of Relation
5. David Harvey  
   Justice, Nature, and the Geography of Difference
6. Neil Lazarus  
   The Postcolonial Unconscious
7. Carolyn Merchant  
   Ecology
8. Chandra Talma Mohanty  
   Feminism Without Borders: Decolonizing Theory, Practicing Solidarity
9. Rob Nixon  
   Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor
10. Tiffin and Huggan  
    Postcolonial Ecocriticism: Literature, Animals, Environment